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The purpose of this strategy is to ensure we are embracing
the opportunities presented in this digital age for the
benefit of everyone in Telford and Wrekin – residents,
businesses, staff and visitors alike.
Angie Astley

Assistant Director – Neighbourhood & Customer Services
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Vision
We live in exciting times whereby our lives are being transformed by technology. The
internet, social media and the ease with which we can now access these has revolutionised
the way that people relate to the world, with the mass consumer adoption of technology
whetting the appetite to find and develop new ways of interacting with each other.
The purpose of this strategy is to ensure we are embracing the opportunities presented in this digital
age for the benefit of everyone in Telford and Wrekin – residents, businesses, staff and visitors alike.
Towards the end of 2016, OFCOM published its latest annual digital trends report. Among the headline
figures, this shows the growing use and acceptance of digital tools and channels for example:
86% of adults now have internet access at home.
Smartphones are now the most widely owned internet
enabled device with 71% of adults now owning a smartphone.
With the exception of over 65s, the majority of people use
social media at least weekly and over 50% of time spent on
social media is on a mobile.
These trends are further confirmed by locally-based research showing the council’s digital landscape.
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Our new customer
portal ‘My Telford’ now
has 16,993 accounts
after just 12 months of
operation which equals
12.9% of the adult
population in Telford.

As of September 2017
we have 16,212 Twitter
followers, an annual
growth of 15.8% and
13,080 Facebook
followers an annual
growth 20.4%

56,104
News For You our email
alert now has 56,104
subscribers as reported
in Aug 2017, this is an
annual growth of just
under 50%.
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Principles
Our Digital strategy has been informed by the following principles:
Self-service wherever possible – driving channel shift.
Increased digital inclusion across the Borough by ensuring easy access to technology and
developing basic ICT skills of our residents.
Digital – embedded as business as usual and as the default position for how we engage with our
customers.
Resilience – delivering a fit for purpose ICT infrastructure for today and tomorrow.
Value for money – delivering cost effective customer contact solutions for our residents
The Right tools – providing our employees with the right equipment and training to be able to provide
services across all digital access channels
Shape demand – redirect resources to where they are most needed.
This Strategy, supported by our Digital Action Plan outlines how we intend to embrace the Digital
Age and incorporate a number of existing projects such as Channel Shift, Lean Service Reviews and
our ICT capital programme into five interlinking Themes, with outcomes that will contribute directly to
realising a number of our ‘Being the Change’ Objectives.

Those five themes are...

Digital Customers

Digital Partners
Digital Inclusion

Digital Council
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Digital Customers
Increasingly our customers are using more and more digital channels to get information
and live their lives. This is borne out in both national and local data sets.
If every other contact or service request to the Council takes place using the website or our My Telford
Account, this has the potential to realise further efficiencies.

A contact in person can cost around £8.62, a phone call £2.83 however a
contact via the Website or an App is just 15p.
If everyone conducted all their Council business face to face we would not be able to afford to provide
services at their current level.
Costs have been progressively reduced through our work on Channel Shift and Lean Service Reviews
– shifting contact firstly to phones and now online. The most tangible example of this is an annual
reduction of 16,000 face to face visits being conducted at Southwater One, our one stop shop.
We will continue to support the promotion of ‘Digital Customers’ by further increasing the number
and range of transactional services available through our website and our My Telford Account, and
enabling the further delivery of transactions on mobile platforms.
We will achieve this by:
Driving the development of even more transactional services (e.g. book it, report it, pay for it,
request it) being made available online.
Promoting customer self-service as the preferred channel of choice.
Promoting the benefits of My Telford - our Citizen account to make it easy for customers to go
to one place to request a service or report a problem online with minimum fuss and in a secure
environment.
Continue the deployment of our Customer Relationship Technology (CRM) across remaining front line
services, to support a single digital point of access which in turn will provide greater customer insight
through data interrogation in order to to help manage demand.
Rolling out a new more accessible Telford.Connect public Wi-Fi service in a range of community
buildings that will replace our existing Telford Wi-Fi service.
Pursuing customer-focussed and digital-friendly Lean Process Redesign reviews delivered through
our specialist Lean and Digital Access Team.
Supporting the ‘Tell Us Once’ principal by further automating workflow ‘behind the scenes’, making
links between the various customer ICT systems to allow the sharing of data and intelligence.
Embracing social media as a major new customer ‘access channel’ for both service requests and
customer comment and the main route through which we will communicate with our residents to
keep them informed and briefed.
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Digital Inclusion
While we wish to maximise take-up of all digital access
channels we cannot leave behind those who are unable or
unwilling to make the change.
Our residents are already being affected by Central Government’s
digitisation agenda (for example only being able to apply on line for
Universal Credit) and they should not be disadvantaged.

We need to ensure that as many citizens as possible
and our employees choose to prefer digital channels
over any other in order to bridge the digital divide.
To address this we will:
Develop a programme of assisted digital via our Libraries and
First points where mediated access to on line services can be
provided whilst at the same time showing customers how they
might do it for themselves next time.
Ensure free and easy access to PC’s in the community through
all our libraries including the community lead libraries as well
as working with community partners to secure access to their
facilities.
Recognising that smartphones are the most likely digital device of
choice for a large number of our residents we will ensure ‘mobile
optimised’ delivery during any new service redesign to encourage
self service.
Identifying specific hard to reach groups by using behavioural
insight tools and links with voluntary sector to specifically promote
digital uptake.
Work with education and the voluntary sector to facilitate, support
and develop training courses to encourage citizens to build their
digital skills.
We are currently recruiting to a new ICT Training Officer post
whose role will be to improve digital skills across our workforce
and also to develop team digital champions who can provide
peer support and help to upskill their colleagues on an ongoing
basis.
Develop a programme of events and activities using our new
“Telford Online” brand that will encompass all our community
engagement activity around the implementation of this digital
strategy.
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Digital Council
This theme covers how the Council will use appropriate technology (infrastructure and
software) to support our wide range of business requirements.

We welcome and evaluate new ICT developments and exploit them as we
renew and refresh our technology to meet future demands and expectations.
As such we will:
Develop an innovative, lean and efficient ICT infrastructure capable of delivering Council and
customer requirements, using technologies that will enhance service delivery informed by this digital
strategy that simplifies access and improves the customer experience of doing business with us.
Continue to use hybrid cloud options where they can be shown to enhance resilience and flexibility,
with an aim of ensuring the most cost-effective and secure solutions that will also support the
principles of maximising availability;
Continue to support the Public Sector Network (PSN) initiative as part of promoting shared
infrastructures and networks and sharing information/accessing systems securely, supported by
a dedicated cyber security officer and new anti – virus software, with a continued focus on cyber
security training for employees and partner organisations
Build in flexibility into service development by promoting the use of Agile techniques – scope, build ,
test, implement and review
Promote the adoption of common information exchange formats in order to link existing systems to
each other 1;
Take advantage of the emerging ‘Internet of things’2 to redesign smarter public services around
citizens and businesses;
Undertake regular and routine reviews of third party contracts, assessing them for their suitability for
self-service, accessibility, their focus on the customer journey and integration with existing software;
to continually demonstrate best value and fitness for purpose;
Place Digital at the heart of all technology procurements including:
Network Infrastructure, Servers, Electronic document records and management systems,
Desktop transformation, Third party systems, Licensing, Software refresh, Managed print,
Application software;
Ensure our systems are appropriately resilient and that there are robust arrangements and
procedures in place to ensure service continuity in the event of a failure;
When commissioning, procuring or redesigning for online transactional services, ensure that new
systems are sourced through Government Frameworks where appropriate, use open formats for
storage and retrieval and comply with Open by Default3
Compliance with DPA18 (the replacement for the Data Protection Act)
1. The DCLG Local Digital Programme aims to identify products like application programming interfaces (APIs), common calculators and common technology standards that could
be developed collaboratively to save the public sector money and greatly improve service to citizens.
2. IoT describes a world where just about anything, including everyday physical objects, can be connected and communicate in an intelligent fashion.
3. A standard to open data likely to lead to a significant expansion of the government information readily available to the public.
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Digital Partners
Austerity, shrinking funding, fewer resources and the rising demands of social care,
which threaten to engulf local authority budgets, have increased this Councils focus on
partnership working and sharing resources – aiming to reduce costs, jointly procure
services and share expertise. Data, whether open data or data shared within relevant public sector
organisations, is central to redesigning service delivery.
The Council and its partners need to address the real concerns that citizens have regarding data
security, as creating and maintaining trust is crucial to the effective unlocking of data. If data is private
or confidential, whether to an individual or an organisation, it should remain so.

Our priority will be to focus on the areas of greatest demand and where
publication can alleviate the pressure on resources devoted to Freedom of
Information and routine contact centre requests.
Partnership working will be enabled by:
Progressing efforts to create common sets of standards allowing the sharing of data across local
services. This would be enhanced by the adoption of a common technology platform for local web
sites;
Using available Big Data4 and Business Intelligence evidence to inform decisions;
Working towards having all publishable data sets available on our Open Data platform, with our
communities engaged and able to use our data to solve problems, create jobs and encourage
enterprise;
Supporting the development and promotion of a common form of ID assurance;
Supporting the development of ‘Government as a platform’ – whereby the technology is
standardised across the public sector in order to create a fertile area for collaboration between
public sector bodies and citizens – making use of freely available data presented in a consistent and
accessible format;
Providing consistent access to management information wherever systems allow, and ensure that
new systems are built or procured with this in mind;
Working with the West Midlands Combined Authority to explore the opportunity of the Public
Services Reform Agenda.
Continuing to deliver appropriate support to schools and other partners, Town and Parish councils to
ensure safe and secure ICT facilities.
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Digital Business

This is crucial to Telford and Wrekin as economic development leads to the creation of
wealth, which benefits Telford and Wrekin citizens generally. The Government’s devolution
agenda opens the door to further economic development in conjunction with our partners to bring
new businesses into Telford. Running parallel with this is the increased focus on developing our
services through our commercial framework.
Greater access to the internet through a combination of Superfast Broadband and Wi-Fi provides the
Council with a catalyst to develop, promote, and encourage increased online interaction with residents
and businesses, further normalising the digital culture. It empowers many of the wider aspects of the
digital agenda such as improved educational attainment, telecare services, economic growth, and
digital equality.

The Council is playing a major role in securing economic success though key
strands relating to internet provision.
We will:
Continue to support BDUK Superfast Broadband and Super Connected Cities Programmes. The
Council’s Superfast Telford programme aims to make available a superfast broadband infrastructure
to at least 98% of borough residents and businesses by the end of 2017. Continue to promote take
up through programmes designed to boost business demand for superfast broadband. Greater
availability of faster broadband encourages digital take-up and promotes digital inclusion and
encourages greater independent provision of internet access;
Encourage small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to maximise regional funding and training
opportunities around broadband infrastructure/connectivity and digital skills, which will help further
our economic objectives;
Further promote Wi-Fi deployment with our local partners. The use of Wi-Fi is becoming increasingly
important as the actual point of access for the internet. Telford and Wrekin Council already provides
Wi-Fi for Public use in buildings it owns such as libraries, leisure centres and Community Centre.
This will be extended when possible;
Ensure a co-ordinated approach to the development of Telfords Infrastructure – such as by making
use of the highways work programme to expand our digital infrastructure;
Provide support to enable business to exploit new technologies, ensuring increased productivity and
job creation.
4. Big Data is vast amounts of information that when analysed could reveal hitherto unexpected causal links between things, which could then be used to shape service provision.
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What Might Success look like?
Our symbols of success will clearly demonstrate the impact of our digital ambitions for Telford and
Wrekin:
One key target will be to increase customer self-service transactions from 35% as they are today to
70% by 2020.
40% of residents signed up to the My Telford portal by December 2018, 70% by 2020/21.
7% increase in website users year on year.
Retain our 4 star corporate Website rating (SOCITM rating).
Website satisfaction reports from gov metrics rolled out to all services – with associated action plans
in place to respond to findings.
Increase ICT skilled volunteers in Libraries from 18 to 30 by 2018, to support usage of our public
access pc’s in libraries (PC’s, printing, photocopying, and 3D printer)
50 plus advertised activities across our libraries to include; help with tablets, introduction to using
computers, drop in sessions to set up My Telford Accounts, with a target of 750 adult attendees
supported between now and 2020.
24 sessions for approximately 140 children across our libraries taking part in new coding clubs.
Priority 1 and Priority 2 ICT incidents – 98% and 92% respectively responded to against SLA.
Priority 1 and Priority 2 change requests - 98% and 92% respectively responded to against SLA.
99% uptime for ICT infrastructure.
Delivering on our Superfast Broadband programme promise to deliver superfast connectivity and
promote business growth – 98%fibre coverage across the borough by December 2017.
A Council that is active and engaging through its approach on social media channels, growing the
audience by 7% year on year with a view to increasing engagement.
Deliver 12 training and best practice sessions each year for employees to improve all our social media
accounts and implement findings of 2017 Social Media Review.
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